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The End of “Change”

No one will ever again vote for the cynical, grimy, identity politics of “change.”
It is a harsh reality of language that the same word can label
different principles. Before the November 8, 2016 election
“change” labeled the principles of shadowy backroom organizers
who supposed that ethnicity, gender, and class division would
forever fuel political success.
After the November 8, 2016 election “change” is viewed glaringly
as an incompetent set of principles that did not, and cannot,
succeed. On November 8, 2016 American voters—clear-sighted
and intrinsically motivated—brought “change” to an end. Their
actions can and should be measured at every level of
government.
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President Trump won 306 of the 538 available electoral colleges
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measured by population (Footnote 1). President Trump also won

votes. This total includes wins in seven of the largest ten states as
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Wyoming, the smallest state as measured by population. Of the
remaining thirty-nine states, President Trump won twenty-two.
The United States House of Representatives and The United
States Senate are both controlled by a majority of Republicans.
Republicans occupy 33 out of 50 state governorships; the highest
level since 1992. Republicans control both the governorship and
state legislature of 25 states. These states account for 255
electoral college votes. President Trump won 251 of these votes
(Footnote 2). It takes 270 electoral college votes to win the
presidency.
Democrats control the governorship and the state legislature of
five states. Hillary Clinton won all five of these states which total
73 electoral college votes (Footnote 3). Again, it takes 270
electoral college votes to win the presidency.
These statistics are the result of a common culture reinstating
principles that have proved successful over time. Here are some
of those principles…
Income is earned, not distributed. A system that focusses on the
former leads to inequality; a system that focusses on the latter
leads to starvation. People who must spend their own money for
a good or service will take both costs and benefits into account.
All education is private in that it occurs in the mind of a student as
guided by a teacher. The solution to inner-city despair is
opportunity, not subsidy. Regulations that do not create Pareto
improvements must be eliminated. Reducing the national debt is
more important than intensifying entitlements. Natural resources
must be exploited, which means used. Laws are made by elected
representatives. Judges and justices who seize powers they do
not have must be replaced. A country’s borders must be secure.
Immigrants must follow the rule of law. America’s friends should
be helped. America’s enemies should be hurt. The United Nations
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does not unite nations, nor can it. Security is important, but
freedom is more important. Deterrence means frightening away,
which requires a military capable of frightening.
Our situation is clear: as we cannot live without government, we
must avoid those who seek to exploit it. Either we avail ourselves
of principles that have proved successful over time, or we confine
ourselves with the cynical, grimy, identity politics of “change”.
Why would anyone ever again vote for the latter?
Footnote 1
The following 10 states are listed in descending order of
population. Each state name is followed by the number of the
state’s electoral college votes and the last name of the person
who won the sate in the 2016 presidential election.
California (55) Clinton, Texas (38) Trump, Florida (29) Trump, New
York (29) Clinton, Illinois (20) Clinton, Pennsylvania (20) Trump,
Ohio (18) Trump, Georgia (16) Trump, North Carolina (15) Trump,
Michigan (16) Trump
Footnote 2
The following states are controlled by a Republican governor and
Republican legislatures. Each state name is followed by the
number of the state’s electoral college votes and the last name of
the person who won the state in the 2016 presidential election.
Alabama (9) Trump, Arizona (11) Trump, Arkansas (6) Trump,
Florida (29) Trump, Georgia (16) Trump, Idaho (4) Trump, Indiana
(11) Trump, Iowa (6) Trump, Kansas (6) Trump, Kentucky (8)
Trump, Michigan (16) Trump, Mississippi (6) Trump, Missouri (10)
Trump, Nebraska (5) Trump, New Hampshire (4) Clinton, North
Dakota (3) Trump, Ohio (18) Trump, Oklahoma (7) Trump, South
Carolina (9) Trump, South Dakota (3) Trump, Tennessee (11)
Trump, Texas (38) Trump, Utah (6) Trump, Wisconsin (10) Trump,
Wyoming (3) Trump
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Footnote 3
The following states are controlled by a Democrat governor and
Democrat legislatures. Each state name is followed by the
number of the state’s electoral college votes and the last name of
the person who won the state in the 2016 presidential election.
California (55) Clinton, Delaware (3) Clinton, Hawaii (4) Clinton,
Oregon (7) Clinton, Rhode Island (4) Clinton
Additional Notes
The following list indicates states without total state government
control. Each state name is followed by the number of the state’s
electoral college votes and the last name of the person who won
the state in the 2016 presidential election.
Alaska (3) Trump, Colorado (9) Clinton, Connecticut (7) Clinton,
Illinois (20) Clinton, Louisiana (8) Trump, Maine (4) Clinton (3)
Trump (1), Maryland (10) Clinton, Massachusetts (11) Clinton,
Minnesota (10) Clinton, Montana (3) Trump, Nevada (6) Clinton,
New Jersey (14) Clinton, New Mexico (5) Clinton, New York (29)
Clinton, North Carolina (15) Trump, Pennsylvania (20) Trump,
Vermont (3) Clinton, Virginia (13) Clinton, Washington (12) Clinton,
West Virginia (5) Trump
The District of Columbia has 3 electoral college votes and was
won in 2016 by Hillary Clinton.
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